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Superintendent’s Letter
Dr. Debbi Burdick

I

f you are in the CCUSD Community,
you know how much the Cactus Shadows
Fine Arts Center is a hub of performance
activity throughout the school year. It is rare
that there is a week without a significant school
or community performance showcased on the
Fine Arts Center stage.
Most recently, we have all enjoyed varied
student performances that feature our talented
students throughout our school district. In
February, the Cactus Shadows Dance Concert

highlighted the skill and artful interpretation
of our nimble high school dance students. In
March, the Fine Arts Center featured the CSHS
Shadowbox Players as they presented their
rendition of Into the Woods for the school and
community over a two-week period. The Cactus
Shadows 201 Spring Concert also wowed us
in March with the high school choirs, concert
and jazz bands, a delightful mix of classical and
modern music suited for every listener.
March ended with James and the Giant
Peach JR. on the Fine Arts Center Main Stage
with young thespians from Black Mountain
Elementary School performing, much to the
delight of packed audiences. I hope you have
had the opportunity to attend one or more
of these special performances that illustrate
the young talent being developed by our outstanding educators in CCUSD. I look forward
to you joining me in the future at the Cactus
Shadows Fine Arts Center! á

Photo: Nicole Neri
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“I

have been passionate about art
for as long as I can remember.
It’s definitely a part of my overall
identity. I try to recreate the emotions
I feel in all of my artwork.” These are
the words of Xandra Squier, an artist
who has been recognized at every
Celebration of the Arts ceremony
since she was a sixth grader. Now
she is completing her final year at
Cactus Shadows High School and has
received the Jeff Cross Memorial Bell,
which is awarded to the senior who
has exhibited the highest dedication
to the arts. She has also received a
Sonoran Arts League college scholarship, which she will use to attend
Laguna College of Art and Design
in the fall, and the Kiwanis Club of
Carefree’s art internship award for
four consecutive years.
When asked what inspires her, she
said, “I get inspiration from nature
and the people around me.” She finds
that she can paint anywhere, “I paint
in studios with other artists, alone in
my room, outdoors, and in my kitchen.”
Xandra has received strong support
from her parents who have had “such
joy to watch her progress as an artist”
6 • Summer 2018

Self Portrait (top) and Cheetah (above)
by Xanda Squier, CSHS Senior

n
d

and who “are so proud of the young
woman she has become.” Bob Grebe,
a local photographer who has watched
her artistic growth with pleasure,
echoes their thoughts in admiring
“the beautiful and creative pieces she
is doing now.” He goes on to say that
“It has been great to work with such a
polite and respectful lady.”
Her parents declared, “We cannot
thank the Cave Creek Unified School
District and Sonoran Art League
enough for their teaching, support
and guidance. We knew Xandra had
incredible talent at a very young age;
we are so glad she continued to pursue
art and had such incredible teachers
along the way.”
Deborah Wales, Squier’s high school
art teacher, says, “that Xandra has been
an outstanding student, continually
reaching out for the next challenge,
always observing the world around her
with an ever maturing artistic eye, then
transforming that view into creative
works of art.”
When asked what she hopes to do
after her formal schooling is over, she
answers, “Become a professional artist
that gets to travel and see the world.” á
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Creative

Cohesively

By Zoie Lambesis, CSHS Senior

Photo: Nicole Neri

A

s part of their formal dance
training, students at Cactus
Shadows High School study
choreography. The dancers
learn how to take an idea and create a
cohesive dance. And, each year, a select
number of these dances are chosen for a
performance. “The students worked for
five weeks on this project, and they put together everything including their concept,
music, format, every dance movement, and
then the outfit,” said Elissa Ericson, dance
teacher of thirteen years.
“Dancing on stage in front of people
brings adrenaline and excitement to every
movement I put out, and there is nothing
better than sharing your passion with
others,” said Bella Esparza, a senior dancer.
Behind the production are weeks of
planning. It all started when the dancers
picked out the concept they wanted to
portray in the dance. For this step, they
had to think of something the audience
would understand easily, but that was still
different from the rest of the dances.
“We wanted our concept to be unique
and original, so my group and I chose to
do a dance taking a look at the mind of a
murderer,” said Audrey Goman, a dancer.
Secondly, dancers chose music that
supported and added to their concept.
8 • Summer 2018

“The only thing they don’t have complete control of is the music selection, it
definitely has to be school appropriate,
so they can’t just choose any song,”
said Ericson. Then, dancers chose
what style of dance to choreograph.
The dances ranged from hip hop to
classical ballet, and the students must
pick the format that will best express
their ideas.
Finally, the dancers created the actual movements of the dance. This was
the most time-consuming part of the
creation, since they had to plan out
every step and move they made. The
students had to use what they have
learned in class about choreography so
that the dances make sense and have a
flow with a beginning and end.
Once the dance was choreographed,
the students chose costumes. Once
again, the outfits must be based on
their concept. They could either pick
from the clothes that the school had for
this event, or they could bring in their
own outfits.
The students who were selected for
the final choreography show also had
to figure out lighting and do many rehearsals on stage before the final show at
the Cactus Shadows Fine Arts Center. á
Photo: Mia Gilling, CSHS Senior

Girl

on Pointe

T

o Sophia Cardinal, life without dance
is absolutely pointeless. Cardinal, an
avid dancer since the young age of
two, is raising the barre as she takes on the
world as not only a senior IB student but
also an incoming freshman at Colorado State
University. “Like most kids, I originally did
dance because I was forced to by my parents,
but after a few years I ended up loving it and
knew it was something I had to keep in my
life,” said Cardinal.
Cardinal is a versatile dancer, who practices
ballet, jazz, hip hop, modern, and contemporary
styles of dance. Cardinal credits her success and
growth as a dancer to her ballet teacher, Mrs. Cara.
“She has given me opportunities to teach and choreograph and do dances that I never thought I would
get to experience. I wouldn’t be where I am today as
a dancer without her,” said Cardinal.
Cardinal’s dedication and passion for dance shines
through every day, with a hectic dance and school
schedule. It is a tricky balancing act to manage.
Between practicing five days a week for four to

By Lauren Haggar, CSHS Senior
five hours each day, plus extra rehearsals when
competitions are approaching, Cardinal spends
much of her days devoted to the art.
“Sophia is very hardworking. In order to be
successful in IB dance, she has completed all the
assignments of her peers in the honors company and
the additional requirements for the IB component.
Sophia goes above and beyond by choreographing
pieces outside of those assigned for our shows,” said
Elissa Ericson, a dance teacher.
When Cardinal is not dancing for Cactus
Shadows, she attends Prima Dance Arizona where
she takes multiple classes and competes in competitions throughout the country. Cardinal’s favorite
competition to attend is Groove “because of the
positive yet helpful feedback the judges give back.”
As the door slowly closes on Cardinal’s Cactus
Shadows dance career, a new one opens at Colorado
State University where she plans to double major
in dance and business. After college Cardinal
hopes to dance professionally with a contemporary
company and choreograph pieces for studios and
professional companies. ó

Photo: Mia Gilling, CSHS Senior

Impulse Nine Media designed this magazine.
If you need some graphic design work done,
get in touch. Let’s make something beautiful.
impulsenine.com
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By Jessica Holt
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he crashes, bells, and fireworks that you heard onstage at
Desert Foothills Theater’s Charlotte’s Web were created by
cast members, using Foley sound effects. For those unfamiliar
with the term, Foley sound is the technique that is used to create
sound effects, primarily for TV and film. This includes any sort of
sound that adds to the overall quality and/or authenticity of a piece.
Foley can include exciting sounds like explosions, Darth Vader’s
famous breathing, or the magic sound of a Patronus in ‘Harry Potter.’
It can also be used to enhance and create the more mundane sounds of
footsteps, rustling clothes or pouring a cup of coffee. No matter what
the sound is, these creations add to the overall strength of a production.
Foley sound has a long and interesting history. It began all the way
back in vaudeville performances when a rim shot on a drum set was
used to underscore a joke. As radio became the dominant form of
entertainment in the early 1920’s, live broadcasts of radio dramas rose
in popularity. There was no effective means of recording sound effects,
so all of the non-vocal sounds in those broadcasts were produced live
by a sound effect person in the studio.
When movies transitioned seemingly overnight from silent film to
“talkies” or movies with sound, Jack Donovan Foley truly found his
calling. He was working at Universal Studios. After Warner Brothers
released The Jazz Singer, the first movie that included sound, Universal
had to quickly adapt to stay relevant. The company requested that
employees with radio experience to come forward.
Foley joined the sound crew that turned Show Boat from a
silent film into a musical. The issue was that the microphones
of that time period were not able to pick up any sounds
other than dialogue. Foley and his crew created all of the
sounds heard in that film. Most impressively, they recorded
a single track of audio that captured their live sound effects
perfectly synchronized with the action on film.
To create these sounds, Foley artists utilize a wide
variety of materials in unique and creative ways. For
example, to simulate a breaking bone, breaking crisp
celery stalks or carrots creates just the right sound.
Some Foley studios even have segments of the floor
with various materials (stones, gravel, etc.) to create the
distinct sounds that we expect to hear when we see a
character walking on a specific surface.
For this production, the director and design team
wanted to embrace the story-telling aspect of this script
and utilize the narrator roles in a creative way. The
sound designer gathered colleagues to devise ways to
create all of the sounds found in the script. Then they
taught the kids to make them. These sounds contribute
to the timeless feel of the piece and surround the
audience with sound. á
Desert Foothills Theater Charlotte's Web Foley artists and actors in the Black
Box Theater at Cactus Shadows Fine Arts Center. Photos: Vickilyn Hussey
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A Classic Tale
By Emma Russello, CSHS Senior

Photos: Emma Russello, CSHS Senior

C

actus Shadows High School drama students entertained
audiences with their spring musical, Into the Woods. The
storyline twisted classic fairy tales with humor, romance,
drama, and of course, song and dance.
The major characters included the Baker played by Benji Gurst, the
Baker’s Wife played by Allie Holt, Cinderella played by Tara Prager,
Jack played by John Bush, Little Red played by Chloe Otstot, and
the Witch played by Kayla Dobbs. The director was Andrew Cupo,
drama teacher at Cactus Shadows, and the choreographer was
Elizabeth Lincoln.
Into the Woods takes classic storybook characters from a variety
of fairy tales, such as Little Red Riding Hood, Cinderella, and Jack
of Jack and the Beanstalk, and throws them all together in a somewhat
far-fetched plot. Each of the characters seek something from their
original tale – Little Red Riding Hood is still on her way to her
grandmother’s, for example – but each runs into different challenges
along the way.
The performance maintained a smooth and whimsical air, but
the script, songs, and dance numbers were anything but effortless.
12 • Summer 2018

Into the Woods is considered to be sophisticated and complex in the
way of script, choreography, and music.
“[The show is] really hard, it has a lot of lyrics and a difficult script
in the sense that the actors are sometimes challenged by it,” said Cupo.
Because of this, the drama club rehearsed almost every day leading up
to the show. Auditions for the show began as early as December.
“The most fun part about a musical is seeing everything come
together in the end. Once everyone is memorized and the dancing
mixes with the singing, it just looks really cool,” said Benjamin Gerst,
a junior who played the Baker, one of the main characters.
For many actors and actresses in the production, this was the last
official performance of their high school careers. One of these students
was senior Allie Holt, who finished off the year as the Baker’s Wife,
another main character. Holt was “the most excited for people to see
the dance numbers because we practiced them so much,” and thought
they looked really cool on stage.
Into the Woods follows the drama club tradition of putting on
a spring musical every year at the Cactus Shadows Fine Arts Center.
Last year, the spring musical was Little Women. í
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Composing
a Future
By Sean Gannon, CSHS Senior

Z

ack Paul, a young musician, was chosen to
compose the soundtrack for the student-led
film Introspect from local production company
Spaghetti Films. This is a significant achievement
for someone growing up unable to speak English.
Romanian was Paul’s first language and it presented
him with a challenge very early on.
“I didn’t really have much of an option, I was kind
of thrown into the English language. I didn’t know
English going into kindergarten and first grade but no
one spoke Romanian. I just had to learn and movies
and books helped me do that,” said Paul.
He started picking up books and learning what he
could about English from them. When watching movies
to reinforce his learning, Paul would hear the actors
say something, then see it happen on screen and learn
English words and phrases from those actions.
Starting his music career in sixth grade, Paul joined
his school band playing the French horn. He decided
to turn his passion into a paying job, playing gigs
wherever he can.
“I really only started listening to music and playing
after I heard Johnny Cash in the game Red Dead
Redemption. Then I made my Pandora account
and started listening and listening and
spreading out,” said Paul.
Having fallen in love with classical
music, Paul felt inspired to further
his knowledge of music. He joined the
school jazz band as a sophomore and
his love for music only grew. Becoming more
involved was the key to his musical career as he
began to write and learn all of the clockwork behind
composing works of art.
Jack Mehl, a friend of Paul’s since eighth grade,
came to him seeking help with a soundtrack for his
short film, Introspect, a tribute to Arizonan culture
through the eyes of the main character, Emily. The
film is based around her roots and love for her home,
Phoenix, Arizona, and her artistic passion.
“In writing the score, the first thing you need is
the movie. Basically, you are merging two arts. You’re
merging music and you’re merging screenplay. You
have to make these things inseparable, they have to
become one in the same. They work together to deliver
one experience, one emotion,” said Paul.
“Being able to write music is a different art of its own.
Being able to convey mood and tone just by ink on a
page is like writing with words but now your words are
pitches and intervals and chords and harmonies and the
relationships between them,” said Paul.
The aspiring musician plans to go to Northern
Arizona University for the next four years to major
in musical composition. His dream after college is to
continue writing soundtracks for films and hopefully
work with Mehl on more projects in the future. é
Photo: Mia Gilling, CSHS Senior
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Honoring Those Who Serve
By Luwin Lazo

S

onoran Trails Middle School students are up to their creative
ways again! Over 200 participated in the Sonoran Arts League
and Grand Canyon State Games Art Contest “Honoring Those
Who Serve.”
Students were discerning and thoughtful in selecting the subjects
for their artwork, finding inspiration from people ranging from the
traditional Military/Veteran and Service Dogs, to Women, Architects,
Grandparents, and more. With such amazing up and coming talent,
it is no surprise that for the second year in a row so many STMS
students were recognized. With 30 awards available to th and th graders,
Stinger artists received 2. Congratulations STMS Stingers!
There will be a 201-19 contest. Details will appear on the Sonoran
Arts League website in the fall. To be added to the mailing list for the
contest, please e-mail Pat Bell-Demers at pat@sonoranartsleague.org or
call 0.55.2. sonoranartsleague.org. á

Inspiration Around the World
Isabella Quinn, 8th Grade, Bronze Award;
Women in Science (Other Category)

Thank You, Dad
Alyssa Nicole Ramirez, 8th Grade, Silver Award
Military/Veteran Category
Architectural Inspiration
Nathan Pozen, 7th Grade, Silver Award
Frank Lloyd Wright (Other Category)

The Saviors
Alyssa Renee Schiele, 8th Grade, Silver Award
Service Dog (Other Category)

Grandparents
Zoe Sutherland, 8th Grade, Gold Award
Grandparent (Other Category)
Artzbeat • 15

CONFIDENCE THROUGH DANCE
Black Mountain Elementary School � By Kathlyn Chisholm

A

t Black Mountain Elementary
School, we have the unique
opportunity to allow everyone
a chance to perform on stage.
Dance has also been integrated into
classroom learning to bring about
more engagement and cross circular
connections for the students. Our
students learned how to work as a
team, have confidence in themselves
on and off stage, as well as hard work
dedication. All of which are important
and applicable lifelong skills.

Photo by Kristina Pancoast

HORSING AROUND WITH ART
Lone Mountain Elementary School � By Dara Parsons

S

tudents at Lone Mountain Elementary
School participated in the 3rd Annual
Scottsdale Arabian Horse Show Art
Contest. Preliminary judging was completed by
LMES Art Teacher, Mrs. Parsons. Mrs. Parsons
was able to choose ten entries from each division
to submit to the art contest. In all, forty works of
art were submitted from Lone Mountain.
The judging panel was composed of professionals who work in the art field, dignitaries, and
representatives of the Arabian Horse Association.
All finalists and their families were invited to
attend the award presentation.
Lone Mountain had one Reserve Champion,
Karlie L. in third grade. And then there were five
Top Ten winners as well. Sylvie C. in first grade,
Josie M. in third grade, Greta M. and William T. in
fourth grade, and Hudson N. in sixth grade. Mrs.
Parsons attended the event and thoroughly enjoyed
seeing all of her students, their families, and the
artwork, as well as the fun events at the horse show!
16 • Summer 2018

A MUSICAL MASTERPIECE
Desert Willow Elementary School � By Katie Hixon

A

t Desert Willow Elementary School we learn about how
we are all connected through music. We learn about
different cultures and how they use music to express
themselves. We are a family in the Desert Willow Elementary
School music classroom. As a way of helping students understand
that our differences make a family stronger, students thought
about their own culture and designed their own musical notes to
represent themselves and hung it on the back wall. No two notes
look alike. “Each of us is like a single note, together we create a
masterpiece.”- Unknown Author

DESIGN BY NATURE
Desert Sun Academy � By Jeanne Anne Baughman

S

tudents at Desert Sun
Academy in second and
third grade are participating in the STEAM Crayola
art contest. The theme is biomimicry, the study of nature for
inspiration in design. Students
looked at animals that fly or
swim to design a new vehicle.
They found out the engineer
working on Japan’s bullet train
was an avid bird watcher. He
studied the Kingfisher bird’s
entry into water to revise the
shape of the train, which made
it faster and quieter. This project
also required writing a press
release for their invention. The
thought and creativity the students put into their work show
in their results.
Artzbeat • 17

A PERFECT PEACH
Black Mountain Elementary School � By Berta Ordonez-Cortes

I

n March, Bobcat Drama Club put on
their most challenging production to
date, James and the Giant Peach JR. In
this musical adventure based on Roald Dahl’s
quirky “masterpeach,” James discovers a
magic potion that grows into a tremendous
peach, rolls into the ocean and launches a
journey of enormous proportions.
The production had a ten-foot peach
rented from CYT along with other set pieces.
Working with the huge peach that moved
and transformed on the stage wasn’t the
only big challenge. The ensemble was also
tasked with playing different characters,
which meant at least five costume changes
for each actor.
Together, with lots of teamwork they
made this show one of their best ones yet.
They are excited for their next adventure
(the Fall Musical), which will be You’re a
Photo: Corinne Kautzman
Good Man, Charlie Brown.
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rtists find inspiration from people,
nature, objects, feelings, imagination
and social commentary. The style of
art can be realistic, abstract or non-objective
and developing one’s style comes about
with practice. But where to begin!
“We have developed this workshop
so you will have an experience trying
several ways to get started with concept,” said
artist and Sonoran Arts League instructor
Robin Ray, explaining the inspiration for
her class that’s centered on tapping into
inspiration and keeping it alive throughout
the process.
The session deals with a variety of skills using
drawing, painting and design, all factoring into
completing a piece of art. How do you set up
to paint? Why use a preliminary sketch? How
to use photo references without plagiarizing?
Where do you begin? Each class starts with a
springboard to ideas for a painting.
Let’s not forget the elements and principals
of design! The elements are line, shape, value,
texture and color. These are the tools of the
artist. Space, balance, movement, contrast,
rhythm, emphasis, pattern, and unity are the
18 • Summer 2018
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By Elaine Adrian

Artwork by Robin Ray

principles driving the design and overall
success of your artwork.
The League Center for the Arts is the
place where all this can happen with
seasoned art instructor Robin Ray.
Come explore a variety of sources for
images, ideas and artwork. When you have
completed the workshop, you will be able to
answer the question, “Where do you find your
source of inspiration?”
The League’s Center for the Arts is located
in Stagecoach Village. Classes start June ,
201. The Center for the Arts is the new home
to the League’s gallery, gift shop, workshop
space, open studio, art events, festivals,
exhibitions, shows, group activities, youth
and veteran programs, as well as the new
headquarters for Hidden in the Hills Artist
Studio Tour.
Join a workshop or an open studio and
experience an opportunity to create art and
learn a new skill. Celebrate the power of
art to enrich life, increase awareness, build
community and add valuable skills. For more
information on Robin Ray’s class, and others,
visit sonoranartsleague.org. á
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By Sara Windom, CSHS Senior

Photos: Olivia Palmer, CSHS Junior

A

lmost empty Starbucks cups and pizza boxes line the green
room as the jam-packed theater hosts students of all ages.
Currently many lay sound asleep, making pillows out of
jackets, and beds of metal fold-up chairs. After hour 1, the participants
are exhausted. Although the Cactus Shadows Fine Arts Center is quiet
for now, the moment will not last for long. Through blood, sweat, and
a lot of tears, 2 Hour Theater is an annual tradition for the Cactus
Shadows High School Drama Club that attracts many.
“I wanted to do 24 Hour Theater to challenge myself. It’s really
exciting to perform in general, but adding such a short time limit and
sleep deprivation means that you have to adapt,” said Maya King, a
freshman who participated for the first time
this year.
Although King participated as an
actor, students can involve themselves in
a number of ways, ranging from writing
and casting a scene, designing costume
and makeup for a show, or running
scene changes. “First, we have the actors
audition, and then we start writing,” said
Andrew Cupo, Drama Club adviser.
Mackenzie Moller, a senior who has
participated each of her four years in
Drama Club, went out the same way she
20 • Summer 2018

went in: as an actor. She has also worn the hat of tech director and
costumer in previous years.
“It has always been really fun when I’ve done it in the past. It is
such an amazing experience to create a few mini shows in just one
day,” said Moller. “It was really fun, but chaotic, like always. This year,
I actually slept well, unlike a few times before. I felt like the shows
were actually comprehensive, unlike past years where playwrights just
write whatever. It seemed like this year they actually tried to make
something entertaining and cohesive.”
“Staying up 2 hours is worth it because of the experience. Each
hour everyone slowly gets into the same moods, we all start out
happy and excited and then suddenly it’s
11 am and we’re all irritable, and then
we go into our tech week and everyone
is pretending they’re fine when they’ve
clearly not slept and are trying to memorize lines like a maniac. It has always
been my favorite thing to do with Drama
Club because of all the goofy things that
happen when we’re all sleep deprived,”
said Moller.
Although her years of 24 Hour Theater
have wrapped up, she hopes many others
follow in her footsteps. í
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The Evolution of

runge-esque guitar riffs
ever-changing since the day it was
pierce the air as Sara
created.
Windom’s powerful vocals
“We started to shape our sound
command the attention of everyone
around skate-punk because Michael
in the venue; Sunlaand’s skateis a skater, and we’re into the same
punk sound is a stand-out in
music. I also like listening to femalethe Phoenix music scene. What
fronted bands like Lala Lala and draw
started as Cactus Shadows High
inspiration from them,” said Windom.
School seniors Sara Windom and
Sunlaand songs hold work from
By Mia Gilling, CSHS Senior
Michael Chmura jamming in their garage,
both Windom and Chmura, as the two
turned into a group with a tight-knit sound and solid stage presence;
collaborate on each piece of music. Sometimes songs sound like they
and as Sunlaand’s music evolved, so did their confidence as a band.
were completely written by one person just because they flow so smoothly,
“Michael and I were in a band in middle school called Last
but it’s actually a group effort,” said Chmura.
Minute, and we wrote some original music that I wanted
Through performing at house shows to
to keep working on with him after the band was over.
venues like Crescent Ballroom and the
So we got a new drummer, kept working on our
Marquee to embarking on a California
music, and things just started happening from
tour, Sunlaand gained experience
there,” said Sara Windom.
and built up their stage presence.
Sunlaand’s first show was in 2015 at Rock
“It’s all about confidence; if you’re
the District, a local fundraising event in
confident, then your stage
support of art in education. Chmura and
presence is going to improve
Windom, joined by their drummer
without you even realizing it,”
James Hoag, performed “On Edge,” an
said Chmura. “Playing a lot
original, in order to test the waters of
more shows and being more
their newfound band. From covering
cemented with our sound has
FIDLAR to writing Strokes-inspired
really helped our confidence
lyrics, Sunlaand’s sound has been
a lot.” é
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Celebration of Art

By Elaine Adrian

T

he Education & Community Services Celebration of Art award
ceremony and reception, at the Cactus Shadows Fine Arts
Center in April, recognized 111 students from 11 local schools.
“It was hard to get through the lobby after the ceremony because so
many parents stopped to thank me for giving their child the award,”
commented Robin Ray, Sonoran Arts League Youth Art Committee
chairperson. “One parent told me how much it means to my daughter
to be awarded for the artwork and to see it exhibited.”
Visual arts teachers chose the top students, grades  through 12,
from Foothills Academy Elementary, Foothills Academy College
Prep, Quality Interactive Montessori, Annunciation Catholic School,
Black Mountain Elementary, Lone Mountain Elementary, Desert Sun
Academy, Desert Willow Elementary, Horseshoe Trails Elementary,
Sonoran Trails Middle School and Cactus Shadows High School.
The requirements for award consideration were: passion for art,
ability to accept failures and learn from them, taking instruction
willingly, producing outstanding individualized and creative artwork,
and competent use of materials and techniques.
The prestigious Jeff Cross Memorial Bell Award was presented to one
Cactus Shadows High School artist (story and artwork on page ) who
demonstrated exceptional artistic vision. Xandra Squier, this year’s Jeff
Cross Bell recipient, was visibly moved as she received the award, “ My
goal since the first time I saw the bell being awarded was to study and
work hard at my art, so that someday I would be the winner of this very
special award.”
Celebration of Art is presented by Education & Community Services.
The awards are sponsored by the Jeff Cross Memorial and Sonoran Arts
League Youth Art Committee.
The Celebration of Art exhibit was displayed in the Joan R. Lincoln
Fine Arts Gallery at the Cactus Shadows Fine Arts Center during
April and May. á
Top: Alana Zajic,
8th Grade student at Sonoran Trails Middle School
Middle left: Brandon Kern,
5th Grade student at Desert Willow Elementary School
Middle right: Maya Camas,
6th Grade student at Desert Sun Academy
Bottom right: Rena Jakway,
11th Grade student at Cactus Shadows High School
Bottom left: Rosa Paredes Vila,
9th Grade student at Cactus Shadows High School
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S

tick around this summer! There
are all sorts of outstanding local
creative, educational, performing and visual arts opportunities for
adults and students, if you know where
to look. Top of the list is Education &
Community Services, with decades of
inspiring, creative, educational and,
above all, fun, workshops and classes in
just about everything for all ages. The
23-page summer catalogue is available
online at ecsforall.org or in print at Cave
Creek Unified School District
offices and Cactus Shadows Fine
Arts Center.
In the performing arts, there
are four theater choices for elementary students (90-minute
block classes in June) at Desert
Willow: “Taking the Stage” and
“Theatrical Adventures” with
Lisa Barzano, Desert Foothills
Theater (DFT) Creative Kid’s
Camp “Monsters are Friends Too!” and
“Camp Broadway” with Kevin Glenn, a
brand new singing and acting workshop
focusing on Broadway songs.
Performing arts choices at the Cactus
Shadows Fine Arts Center include DFT’s
Musical Theater Camp, “Once Upon a
Crime,” and the intensive High School
Performing Arts Workshop with Andrew
Cupo and Haley Vago.
Visual Arts at the Elementary level
include 3D Art “Imaginative Places and
Fantasy Creatures,” Imagination Station
“Famous Artists’ Studios,” and “Stitch
It Up!” plus Drawing, Painting, Mixed
Media classes, Young Rembrandts, and
“Mindfulness & Art.” The ECS Kids Club
is in full swing with the summer theme,
“A Trip Around the World,” with engaging, hands-on art segments reflective of
other cultures.
Teen and Adult Workshops (Foothills
Arts Academy / Sonoran Arts League)
include painting and watercolor
workshops by Robin Ray and Digital
Photography with Bob Grebe. If you’re
looking for creative inspiration in other
pursuits, there are culinary classes for
teens and adults, like Chocolate Making
and Unified Culinary Arts. Elementary
students would enjoy “The Spanish
Kitchen” with Hayden Ballestursos, and
Nancy Gervasio’s “Street Food Factory.”
To cook up a memorable and enjoyable summer, visit ecsforall.org. á
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By Elaine Vallario
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A Finely Polished Life

T

he cherry block of wood sits sedentary on the lathe. A quick
flick of the switch and the machine buzzes to life sending the
block twirling. With a precise hand, he carefully runs his square
tool along the wood sending grooves slithering down the sides. From
a hunk of lumber to a finely polished pen, Brian Faires, amateur wood
worker and pen enthusiast, crafts his writing utensils from scratch.
“I’m pretty sure when Brian is working on anything in my stats class,
he looks at his pen and thinks ‘Hey, I made this. And that’s awesome.
And I’m awesome, so I can do this.’ Making pens is good for one’s self
esteem,” said Kathleen Robeson, AP Statistics teacher.
Faires began making pens about a year ago after exploring videos
of the craft online. Since then, he has crafted over 50 pens, each one
different from the last. “I was drawn to the craft because it seemed
like something that wasn’t too difficult to do but there would be a
significant challenge in mastering it,” said Faires.
According to Faires, the process was not an easy one to master. The
creation of a pen is broken down into four steps.
First is preparing the block, or the blank. Wooden and acrylic
blanks are among the most popular canvases in pen crafting but
the art also lends itself to antlers, stones, and other materials as
well. But with any blank, the artist must measure, cut, and drill the
block. From here, he inserts and glues brass tubes and places the
block on the lathe.
During the next step, the turning process, wood workers use
special tools to mold the block of wood into a tube shape while
making sure to maintain the width at the ends. Faires tends to stick
with the classic cylinder shape but this does not stop him from the
occasional funky pen.
Once the wood takes on the imagined or ideal shape, it then
undergoes the sanding and finishing process to ensure a sleek shine.
Finally, the pen comes off the lathe and the different elements of the
pen are squeezed together.
“It is super rewarding to press all the pieces together and see it all
finally come together because up until the very end it doesn’t really
resemble a pen at all,” said Faires.
Faires’ attributes his interest to pen making to his background in
math and engineering.
“There’s definitely a relationship between the two [engineering/
crafting pens]. I think it stems from wanting to work with my hands
and my affinity for problem solving, because both fields have a
tendency to have some problems along the way that you have to
solve,” said Faires.
Although handmade pens can go for upwards of 00 online, Faires makes his to use for himself or give to friends, family,
and teachers.
“What I love about his pens is how obvious it is that he puts so
much effort into each one of them. He has an amazing patience that
makes him perfect for this hobby and the pride he feels from doing it
is incredibly admirable to me,” said Jeannine Jones, a friend of Faires.
When Faires is not crafting pens, he is most likely building his own
computers or wearing shirts displaying math and science puns. As for
the future, Faires cannot take his lathe to college but plans to continue
the hobby when he has the space for woodworking. á
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By Kiera Riley, CSHS Senior

Photos: Kiera Riley, CSHS Senior
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Amazing Arizona

By Evelyn Johnson

C

ave Creek Museum summer camp is Amazing Arizona! Each day
will have a different theme that presents Arizona’s exciting history
to the campers with engaging and hands-on activities. It follows
the format established in last year’s inaugural summer camp, with
subjects that energize, entertain and educate young minds.
Last year’s summer camp themes are a wonderful example of what
parents and campers can expect. For example, daily themes included
Archaeology; Desert Gatherings, explaining edible plants; Mining, which
included the stamp mill being run and the campers panning for gold;
Pioneers and Ranching, where campers learned how to rope a steer and
wagon wheel rug making; and Travel, where they learned about travel
across the country and what needed to be packed into the wagon. This
year will be even more amazing!
Amazing Arizona at the Cave Creek Museum, June 11 – 15 (9:00am
– 1:00pm), is for Grades  through . Campers bring their own lunches,
and Cave Creek Museum provides snacks that accompany the theme
of the day. Registration forms and contact information are available
at cavecreekmuseum.org. ó
Top left and right: Jerry Meade, Desert Foothills Chapter of Arizona Archaeology
Society, gives a pottery lesson to campers.
Right: Cave Creek Museum summer camp staﬀer, Case, explains what plants were
used by local Native Americans and how they were used.
Bottom right: Charlie Connell (one of the Dream Team that put together the
Stamp Mill) teaches campers to pan for gold and identify several minerals also
found in local streams
Below: Campers work with a member of SALT - Saving Ancient Learning Technologies
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Art for Land’s Sake
By Mary Warren

I
First Place  — Sentinel
by Genise McGregor

Third Place  — Dramatic Desert Light
by Susanne Nyberg

t has been proven that a personal connection to nature
has a dramatic effect on both our mental well-being and
physical health. It is from this premise that “It’s Art for
Land’s Sake” was born. For Desert Foothills Land Trust the
annual juried exhibit and sale is not only a catalyst to promote
awareness for the importance of land protection, it provides a
perfect opportunity to connect people to hundreds of acres of
the Sonoran Desert permanently protected by the Land Trust.
The th annual “It’s Art for Land’s Sake” exhibition and
sale was held in March at the Sonoran Arts League Center
for the Arts in Stagecoach Village. The show featured pieces
from 30 juried artists and 20 youth artists from the th grade
class of Stepping Stones Academy.
All the pieces were required to be original, 2-D, and a
representation of one of the Land Trust’s 25 preserves. Tim
Rees, the 201 juror, is a renowned artist and instructor
at Scottsdale Artists’ School and Rees Atelier. Mr. Rees
noted that “This was tough to judge, there were so many
great entries!” His decision was based on the quality of
the craftsmanship, the compositional design, as well as the
creativity. Several of the pieces sold during the exhibit with
a portion of sales benefiting Desert Foothills Land Trust,
making this a successful show for everyone. á
Photos courtesy of the artist. All images
courtesy of the Desert Foothills Land Trust

Second Place  — Cactus Cluster
by Peggy Orbon

Artist Jessica Garrett painting at the
Jewel of the Creek Preserve
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Goodbye, Acrylic by Robin Ray

O

f all of the art elements, color is king!
Hue refers to the names of the color. Yellow, red and
blue are the primary colors. Green, orange, and purple
are the secondary colors. And the six intermediate colors are
yellow-orange, orange-red, red- violet, blue- violet, green-blue,
yellow-green.
When white is added to a hue, the color is called a tint, what we
think of as a pastel color. Mixing a hue with black will create a shade,
and if a gray (white with a little black) is mixed with a color it is then
called a tone.
The best way to neutralize a color is by adding its opposite color
on the wheel, its complimentary color. Understanding the structure
of the color wheel simplifies and gives scaffolding to color theory.
Experience the power of color when you learn to master color
mixing and brush strokes in Robin Ray’s What the Hue - Color
Exploration with Paint, a Foothills Academy Art summer class offered
by Education & Community Services (June 1 through 21).
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Learn what happens when you use different color combinations like
analogous, complimentary, triadic, warm, and cool colors. You will
be able to create a mood with emotional qualities in your artwork by
designing a calm peaceful feeling or project a wild visual cacophony,
all with color choice and brushwork.
You can even create depth in your paintings by using cool colors in
the background to recede and warm colors to appear closer. Explore
the dynamics of color using acrylics, canvas, paper and a variety of
appropriate brushes.
Ideas, subject matter, and compositional choices will be provided
to help you get started with your creations. If you have a sketchbook,
bring it, as well as any ideas of things you want to explore. There is
no limit to your creative expression!
Robin Ray will also be teaching the Foothills Academy Art summer
class Beyond the Hue - Special Effects with Paint and Mixed Media
Techniques (June 25 through June 2). What the Hue and Beyond the
Hue class information and registration are available at ecsforall.org. á

